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In resonance with Derrida’s doubling of “ends” 
in his 1968 essay “The Ends of Man”, this 
collaborative talk will think about the ends 
of critique. Building on our most recent Terra 
Critica publication The Ends of Critique (2022) 
– crossing the coming to an end of certain 
 critical dispositions with the refusal  to give up 
on critique as a key commitment  for work in 
the Humanities – our talk will  address ideas  of 
temporality and time  (Thiele) and spatial   
distance or proximity (Kaiser) which often un - 
critically underly and drive practices of 
 critique. How do modes  of critique transform, 
if (with Sylvia Wynter)  the linearity and sequen-
tiality of critical  pursuits of change were 
challenged? And how do practices of critique 
morph, if (with Gayatri Spivak) critical intimacy 
were valued over distance? If one were to 
 consider  another spacetime, how does critique 
come to matter?
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